The Department of Housing and Residence Life (DHRL) allows men and women to share an apartment in the Orlowitz and Barringer buildings. Co-ed groups must mutually select to live together and they must completely fill an apartment for the entire housing agreement period.

Students who select a co-ed housing assignment should understand that they will be held financially responsible for any vacancies that open up within the apartment during the course of the year. Students will be given the option of paying for the vacancies (the cost will be split among the remaining residents), pulling in a new roommate of their choosing, or converting the room back to a single gender apartment, based on the gender of the remaining resident(s). If a male and a female remain in the apartment following a cancellation, those remaining roommates must either pull-in a new roommate of their choosing, coordinate a room change with the DHRL staff for one of the two residents, or accept the financial responsibility for the cost of the vacancy.

*Random roommates will NOT be assigned to any co-ed apartments under any circumstances.*
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